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Introduction
• Human computation games (HCGs) often suffer from poor 

engagement, potentially due to difficulty balancing issues, as levels 
model real problems and thus can’t be arbitrarily modified in advance.

• Player rating systems (e.g. Glicko/Elo) can improve engagement in 
HCGs by matching players with levels of appropriate difficulty without 
actually modifying the levels [1].

• However, such systems start players and levels with default ratings. In 
HCGs, we may have information about players (from tutorials) and 
levels (from underlying properties) that could inform initial ratings that 
are more indicative of both player skill and level difficulty.

• Thus, we examined if player and level features could be used to 
predict player and level ratings that are closer to their actual, 
eventual ratings than the default ratings.

Background

For our study, we used Paradox [2], 
a 2D puzzle HCG designed for 
crowdsourced formal verification. 
Each level in the game represents 
an underlying MAX-SAT problem.

Methods

Results

Conclusion
• Regression on player and level features can help predict more accurate 

initial ratings for both players and levels than the default ratings, with 
better results for levels than players. 

• This may allow players and levels to reach their actual ratings more 
quickly by starting them out with predicted rather than default ratings.

• Future work could involve applying this technique to other games with 
graph-based levels and validating if using predicted ratings increases 
engagement by matching players with appropriate levels sooner.
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We ran the Glicko-2 rating system [3] 
on gameplay data involving players 
recruited through MTurk for generating 
ratings for players and levels. Ratings 
correspond to skill for players and 
difficulty for levels, and once generated, 
may be used to match players of certain 
skill with levels of comparable difficulty.

Player Features
• Total time to complete all tutorial levels

• # of moves to complete all tutorial levels

• Amount by which player exceeds total target score for all tutorial levels

Level Features
• # of variables per clause

• # of clauses per variable

• If all clauses satisfied when all variables set to 
True/False

• % of clauses satisfied when all variables set to 
True/False

We used the following methods, with leave-one-out cross validation, 
to evaluate different approaches to predicting ratings:
• Default: Always predict default rating of 1500 (baseline)
• Average: Predict average of all training ratings (baseline)
• LR: Use linear regression [4] on features to predict ratings
• GPR: Use Gaussian process regression [4] on features to predict 

ratings

• # of total/variable/clause nodes in level graph

• # of edges in level graph

• % of edges in MST

• Size of graph periphery

• Average shortest path length

Each player-level pairing was treated as a match with one of 3 outcomes:

Such matches between players and levels were used to generate their 
actual ratings. For ratings prediction, we used these training features:

Level Completed => Win for Player Level Forfeited => Win for Level Level Skipped => Ignored from analysis

Root mean square error in ratings prediction for players and levels

Percentage of regression predictions closer to actual ratings than average predictions

Scatter plot of actual vs regression predicted ratings for levels

Scatter plot of actual vs regression predicted ratings for players


